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Background & Objectives 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
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Visit Orlando® desires to  continue tracking the impact and  
effectiveness  of global advertising efforts in 2018  and 2019. 

A  reliable yet  strategically  focused  research  initiative, structured  
across  key markets and waves of measurement, will provide  insights 
into  the reach, perceptions,  and call-to-action  of advertising. 

The goals of  the Global  Ad  Tracking  Research include, but  are 
not limited  to, the following: 

• Monitor Top-of-Mind Awareness (TOMA) of Orlando as a 
leisure travel destination 

• Track unaided and aided advertising recall in key U.S. 
markets, key Canadian markets, Brazil, and the U.K. 

• Understand  receptivity to the advertising  (e.g.  campaign  
creative) and its impact  on  consumers’ interest in  and  
intent to visit  Orlando 

• Gauge travelers’ perceptions of Orlando’s overall image 

• Maintain a  pulse on  target  travelers’  basic demographics 
and  travel  behaviors 
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RESEARCH APPROACH 

Strategic Tracking of ‘Target Population’ and 
‘General Population’ Travelers 
W5 acknowledges the value of insight from past waves of tracking research and recommends maintaining generally 
consistent study design, sampling, and questioning to ensure the reliability of results compared to historical data. 

W5’s added value is as a consultative partner, expert in drawing compelling insights from strategically-focused 
and customized tracking initiatives and providing actionable recommendations for Visit Orlando® advertising. 

The surveys will be administered at the end of media flights in each market - within one week of flight end date. 

Survey Consultation 

Upon study kickoff and review of the 
past/existing study documentation, W5 will 
provide suggestions and ideas for evolution of 
the topics, questions, metrics, etc. 

This process will provide new perspective and 
considerations to Visit Orlando® research 
stakeholders, and changes may be applied 
flexibly at strategic times (e.g., not necessarily all 
in the first wave). 
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Survey Changes for Future Waves 

W5 understands that Visit Orlando® may want to 
periodically update, rotate, or otherwise refine a portion 
of the survey questioning. 

W5 is flexible to such customization and agrees in the 
value of new and refined insights across tracking 
initiatives. The proposed scope of work assumes up to 
10-15% of the survey content would change per wave. 
Further changes are possible, but may incur additional 
consulting investment. 
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RESEARCH APPROACH 

Study Sample 
W5 will conduct a 20-minute mobile-optimized online survey with robust samples of travelers.  The final sample 
configurations (including number of markets and selection of respondent types) will be determined by Visit 
Orlando®, but the table below outlines assumed focus and scope per wave based on past research and the details 
in the RFP: 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

 Expected incidence: 35% 

 Female 

 Age 25-54 (except  Brazil 25-49) 

 Have kids  age 3-17 

 Vacation sole or  shared DM 

 Have taken a  leisure trip of  4+ nights in past  year  (excluding trips  

to  family/friends) or  intend to  take one in next yea r 

U.S. (NY/Phil/Atl DMAs) Income $60K+ 

Age 25-49 /  Income R$60K+ /  

Leisure trips  outside country 

750 (250/DMA) 

Brazil 

Income CAD$65K+ /  Leisure trips  

outside country 

500 

Canada (GTA/Ottawa) 

Income £40K+ /  Leisure trips  

outside country 

500 

U.K. 500 

GENERAL POPULATION 

 Expected incidence: 70% 

 Age 18-64 

 Geographically  representative (per  market) 

 Mix  of  other  demographics 

 Vacation sole or  shared DM 

 Have taken a leisure trip of 4+ nights in past year (excluding trips 

to family/friends) or intend to take one in next year 

U.S. (NY/Phil/Atl DMAs) Income $60K+ 

Age 25-49 /  Income R$60K+ /  

Leisure trips  outside country 

450 (150/DMA) 

Brazil 500 

Income CAD$65K+ /  Leisure trips  

outside country 
Canada (GTA/Ottawa) 

Income £40K+ /  Leisure trips  

outside country 

500 

U.K. 500 

PER WAVE PER WAVE 
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DELIVERABLES 

Examples  of W5  Tracking Reporting Final Report 
Based on the analysis, W5 will deliver a Final Report 
will that highlights key objectives and related 
opportunities and challenges. Findings will be framed 
as key insights big ideas and themes and 
implications the potential effect of the insights for 
Visit Orlando moving forward. 

The Final Report will feature: 
 TOMA awareness of Orlando as a leisure 

destination 
 Unaided and aided advertising recall 
 Advertising perceptions and call to action (e.g., 

consideration/intent) 
 Tracking of Orlando image 

Final Report Presentation 
At the conclusion of the research, W5 will present the 
research findings to Visit Orlando® via 
teleconference/web conference. W5 is also willing to 
provide additional consulting, if desired, to give an in 
person presentation (additional investment will apply 
with travel passed through at cost). 
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DELIVERABLES 

Topline Report, Wave Reports 
& Data Deliverables 
Throughout the analysis  and reporting process, W5 will  closely review not only  the findings  from the dataset, but 

their relevance to  the study  objectives.  

Topline 
Reporting 

Wave 
Reporting 

Data 
Deliverables 

After each wave of tracking 
research, W5 will produce a 
brief 3-4 slide Topline 
Report in Microsoft 
PowerPoint, featuring key 
tracking statistics. 

Throughout the analysis  and reporting 
processes,  W5 will closely review not only  
the findings  from the research, but also  
their relevance to  Visit Orlando® 
strategic needs.  

W5 does not  provide  comparative 
analysis  of tracking survey statistics to  
normative data.  Instead, comparative 
context will be drawn based on shifts 
from past wave results. 

W5 will also provide study data tables 
(featuring up to 21 banner points 
each), cleanly-labeled SPSS data files, 
and any Microsoft Excel data 
deliverables after each wave of 
tracking. 

These files will include statistical data 
as well as verbatim responses to the 
top-of-mind awareness questions. 
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PROJECT TIMELINE 

Timing 
W5 understands the Winter U.K. wave of tracking research is pending (timing: February 2018), followed by 
waves in the other markets in Spring 2018. 

Winter 2018 

February U.K. 

Spring 2018 

March U.S. and Canada 

May Brazil 

Fall 2018 

October 

U.S. 

U.K. 

Brazil 

November Canada 

W5 anticipates each wave of tracking research will require 
approximately five to six (5-6) weeks to complete. A detailed Study 
Timeline for the Winter U.K. wave, featuring specific weeks/dates 
and key benchmarks in the research process, will be developed and 
shared upon study kickoff. 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

Week 4 

Kickoff,  Screener/Questionnaire/Survey  Update 

Survey  Programming and Testing 

Fieldwork 

Data Processing and Coding;  Topline Report 

Data Analysis; development  of Final Report 
Week 5 
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INVESTMENT 

Investment 
The investment for the proposed strategic tracking - per country, per wave – for 2018 and 2019 is: 

Target Population 

U.S. $12,500  per wave *
Brazil $13,250* per wave 
Canada $9,500* per wave 
U.K. $10,300* per wave 

General Population 

U.S. $7,500* per wave 
Brazil $13,250* per wave 
Canada $9,500* per wave 
U.K. $10,250* per wave 

2018 RESEARCH INVESTMENT $172,100* 

STATEMENT OF WORK TOTAL INVESTMENT (2018 & 2019) $344,200* 

All fees  are  based on an assumed 4+  country-waves  contracted per year. 

*All fees are set in U.S. dollars and are +/-15% to allow for adjustments to assumptions and unforeseen circumstances, including changes in 

international exchange rates impacting data collection costs. 
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INVESTMENT 

Investment Terms 
Additional Consulting: W5 consultants are available at the additional engagement fee of $2,000 per day per 
consultant or designer on-site and $1,500 per day per consultant or designer off-site, plus travel expenses which are 
passed through at cost. 

Terms: 30 days net. Pricing is valid for thirty (30) days beginning December 8, 2017. A finance charge of 1.5% per 

month (18% per year) will be added to past due accounts. 

W5 will invoice 50% of engagement fees for the 2018 research upon project initiation, and 50% upon completion of 

the 2018 waves. W5 will invoice 50% of engagement fees for the 2019 research on December 1, 2018, and the 

remaining 50% upon completion of the 2019 waves. Should Visit Orlando® need invoicing in advance to meet 

budgetary requires, W5 terms are flexible. 

W5’s cancellation policy  is to  bill 10%  plus work completed to  date based on  time and materials if cancellation  
occurs prior to  fielding or 20%  plus work completed  to  date based  on  time and materials if cancellation occurs  after 

fieldwork  has begun. 
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SIGNATURES 

Signatures 
Thank you for providing W5 the opportunity to conduct international tracking research to inform strategies for Visit 

Orlando® advertising moving forward. We understand the importance of this research and look forward to 

establishing a valued partnership. 

Signatures below approve the research and pricing terms outlined in this Statement of Work for a total investment 

of $344,200. 

Name: Name: 

Title: Title: 

     

   

 

    

 

      
     

   

Date: Date: 

Should you have any questions, please contact Amy R. Castelda at 919-932-1117 or acastelda@W5insight.com. 
W5, Inc., 3211 Shannon Road, Suite 610, Durham, NC 27707 
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Visit Orlando® W5, Inc. 

Signature: Signature: 
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Signat~/1 Signat~~-.~: 
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Name: Name:/?,11, J,f.,,/,Z;c,/jl' FDAL7-rz,Ow,AS 

Title: Title:loo /Crv 7GfrloK ?4rt7A/cr( 
Date: 1~/19/; 7 Date: 1 /2.//6. 

Thank you fo r providing WS the opportunity to conduct internat ional tracking research to inform strategies for Visit 
Orlando® advertising moving forward. We understand the importance of this research and look forward to 
establishing a valued partnersh ip. 

Signatures below approve the research and pricing terms outlined in this Statement of Work for a total investment 
of $344,200. 

Should you have any questions, please contact Amy R. Castelda at 919-932-1117 or acastelda@W5insight.com. 
WS, Inc., 3211 Shannon Road, Suite 610, Durham 1 NC 27707 
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